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In sense, capital can be considered as the blood of enterprise, so enterprise is 
the organization of capital operation. Investment is all about the capture of funds and 
productively utilize. Karl Marx once quote from British critic Dunning that 
“Capitalists afraid of no profit and profit too little, like nature as afraid of vacuum. 
Once there is proper and embellish, capitalist is bold up.” Karl Marx fully express 
the natural attributes of capitals, disclosing that capital is heading for higher profits. 
Investment is the main way of capital flows while project investment is another form 
of investment. Just like any other earnings, every investment operation is coming 
with risks. The decision maker needs to analyze and study the feasibility of project 
in order to find the balance between risks and profits. 
This study expresses the basic theories of project feasibility, analyzes the 
characteristics and trends of chemical fabric market, and researches on financing 
analysis including profitability, debt paying ability and profit & loss according to 
estimation of revenues, costs and cash flows in Corporation A. In conclusion, firstly, 
in marketing aspects, the differential chemical fabric project is in developing stage in 
China. Project investment is dominating in industrial competition and considered to 
be the leader of this industry in the future, which could meet the upgrading demands 
from most clothing and textile enterprises in Fujian.  Secondly, in financial aspects, 
the project owns good profitability, debt paying ability and anti-risk capability. 
Thirdly, in risk aspects, despite of potential risks regarding the project, it is worth to 
be invested if taking proper actions against. 
This article is based on case study of differential chemical fabric project in 
Corporation A , which applies feasibility theories, forecasts the trends of market 
development, implements financial analysis to provide the recommendations for risk 
avoidance regarding project investment. It is significant for decision makers, and 
offers reference for part of industrial investors. 
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